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Introduction

This  is  an  occasional  document  issued  by  the  Yacht  Secretary  on  behalf  of  the  CSD
Committee, which will  be placed on the CSD website and/or sent to all  CSSA approved
Skippers in CSD when there is new and/or important operational information to promulgate.
There is no intention to produce newsletters on a regular basis.  Each one is numbered in
sequence every year so recipients can identify if any are missing. 
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It has been pointed out that the Ops Manual for the new Dufour 390 does not cover the 220-
240V Shore Power system.  The following description will  be incorporated in the manual
when Sea Essay returns from the Summer Cruise.

Sea Essay 220-240V System
The Shore Power system provides 220-240V AC power to the Battery Charger, Fresh Water
Heater and 3-pin Sockets in the 3 Cabins, Galley and Saloon (7 in total).  The input socket
for the shore power cable is at the starboard helm position below the wheel,  from there
power is fed to a small Consumer Unit situated below the input socket but accessed in the
deckhead at the rear of the Starboard Aft Cabin.

Figure 1: Shore Power Consumer Unit
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Mounted within the Consumer Unit is a Residual Current Breaker (RCB) to protect the whole
boat 220-240V AC installation and three 10Amp Circuit Breakers (CB) protecting the wiring 
to the Cristec Automatic Battery Charger, the Fresh Water Heater and the seven 3-pin 
Sockets respectively.

The Battery Charger and 3-pin Socket CBs can be left in the on position all the time but the 
preferred method of heating the water is by running the engine, the 220-240V Water Heater 
should only be switched on when required.  Under no circumstances should the Water 
Heater 220-240V AC supply be left on when the boat is unattended. 

Note the total current draw for the seven 3-pin sockets cannot exceed 10Amps (<2.4kW) 
and they should only be used for low power items such as chargers, e.g. Vacuum Cleaner, 
Hand Held Radio, Phone etc.

If the RCB trips it is reset by pushing the lever further in the off position until it clicks then 
pushing it back on. If it continues to trip:

 Push all 3 CBs OFF and disconnect all appliances from the 3-pin sockets and USB 
ports

 Reset the RCB - if it trips again inform the Yacht Husband (YH) or call a marine 
electrician

 If reset is ok
 Push each CB ON in turn to identify which if any service is causing the problem – if 

the RCB trips do not use the service that caused the trip and inform the YH or call a 
marine electrician

 If RCB remains on with all three CBs ON check the appliances that were connected 
to the 3-pin sockets and USB ports.

Shore Power Connecting Cables
A number of connecting and extension cables are provided for 220-240V AC marina 
connections as follows:

 The blue Dufour cable for connection to the socket below and forward of the 
starboard wheel.  To the other end of this cable can be connected:

 The blue MDL Cable incorporating a meter, read by MDL and charged to CSD - 
MUST be used in any MDL Marina

 A non-metered cable for use in non-MDL marinas and as an extension

Adrian Barnes
Yacht Secretary 
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